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Now I can add one more event to my
"Anniversary Dates" to forget - 6/7/2021

Avoiding Our Wedding Anniversary -
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What do you think happened here? What backstory
comes with these jeans?
Wednesday, April 10, 2013

I watch Elementary and CSI so I wonder how this might have come about. 

 
 
When out running or walking, I often come across discarded or lost stuff. Usually it’s just cigarette butts or
beer cans or some loose change. Occasionally I’ll find a sock or a cap. 
 
A few yards further and this shoe was right in the middle of the lane 
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Member Comments About This Blog Post

SUNSET09
And the plot thickens. It may have been a dare or a bet. If it were the Rapture, boy, ho boy are

WE in for it!    
2985 days ago

v

Report Inappropriate Blog

 
 
Its mate was visible by the side of the road in the distance. 

 
 
I once found a bra in a parking lot early in the morning and figured that I knew what kind of late night
activity had produced that. But how do you lose clothes in the middle of the road? 
 
Maybe someone was carrying a bag of donations and these fell out? 
But we’re miles away from any donation center. 
 
Perhaps they were in the back of a pickup truck and the wind blew them away? 
Can wind be that strong? 
 
Was someone mad at a boyfriend and was tossing his stuff out the window? 
I saw that once on “Judge Judy” but it was electronics not clothes. 
 
Anyone have any ideas or care to share anything strange you have come upon? 
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FITMOMINNJ
I am thinking they fell out of someones backpack/gym bag..mystery ...
2986 days ago

v

CD12146214
After reading all the posts, I must agee with spontaneous combustion!
2986 days ago

v

BOPPY_
An alien landed. Stole these earth clothes out of a parked car. Enrolled at Spark People and
lost so much weight the clothes didn't fit. Worried it would be found out, it discarded the clothes on
this lonely stretch of road.

You're safe because they (the aliens) do not perceive you to be a threat because you're a
SparkPeople, too.

Enjoy your outings, you're doing great.

Lee  

------

Need to meet new people with new ideas and perspectives?

***Sure, you do***  

On what?

Life, nutrition, fitness, wellness, humor, culture ... gezortenplatz  

SP Diversity –  

http://www.sparkpeople.com/
myspark/groups_individual.asp?g
id=59617

2986 days ago

v

KARRENLYNN
Maybe they were like a catapiller transforming into a butterfly on the fly?? LOL!

Maybe they were making sure you had something to focus on while your running?

Maybe they were celebrating warmer weather!!

Karen  
2986 days ago

v

COCK-ROBIN
Wow, the plot thickens. 
2986 days ago

v

SLENDERELLA61
How intriguing! You have some pretty good theories. How about someone lost so much weight
his pants and shoes fell off and he realized he would never need them again??!!
2987 days ago

v

ILOVEMALI
The imagination runs wild!
2987 days ago

v

AUSFAM
I have a friend who makes "Found Art". They are some of the most amazing pieces of art! I run
in the country, so I find lots of car bumpers, beer cans, running boards, tires, and feed sacks--
nothing too out of the ordinary for around here. The strangest thing I found was a full loaf of bread,
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only because it was in the wrapper and looked perfectly fine--Lily my canine, running companion
took it upon herself to bring it home as a souvenir and snack on it throughout the rest of the week.
:)
2987 days ago

GINIEMIE
I like the Rapture idea. Having seen this kind of stuff too, I feel it's more likely to be some
randy person getting hyped up for some reason or other -drunk, sex, ticked off! But I don't see how
a responsible person in their right mind would throw out perfectly good jeans & a pair of shoes. 
Oh well we can ponder and wonder and create our own story, because I doubt we'll learn the real
story. 
Curiouser!

  
2987 days ago

v

BANDITOBOY
I used to walk my dog around a 3-mile loop with a neighbor. Within the span of about two
weeks, my dog found a whole cooked turkey in its pan in an empty field behind a church, an entire
cooked steak on the sidewalk in front of DQ, and a serving bowl full of spaghetti in the middle of a
busy street. He was annoyed because I wouldn't let him eat any of it. I'm thinking the spaghetti
was forgotten after they put it on the car roof to open the car door and just drove off, but the other
two items still have me wondering. 
2987 days ago

v

JAHINTZY
I think Elriddick has it... it was the Rapture! 
2987 days ago

v

WILSONWR
That's definitely a mystery!!
2987 days ago

v

CD13136117
Good questions! I like the idea that they were donating the clothes and they feel out of the
vehicle. And, finding two shoes instead of one, is very unique. Hhhmmmmmm! 
2987 days ago

v

DEBBY4576
Haha. Weird is all I can say. If the pants were first, how did he take them off while still wearing
his shoes? Shoes should have been first.
2987 days ago

v

DR1939
Any bars nearby?
2987 days ago

v

HELEN_BRU
It's anyone's guess!
2987 days ago

v

ANNIEONLI

My first thought is spontaneous combustion  but there are no singe marks. 

I watch Being Human, so it could have been a vampire that got staked and went into dust.... or a
werewolf - they strip down to nothing so they have clothes ready when they morph back to human
form....

Logic dictates that it has to be the werewolf theory  
2987 days ago

v

CELIAMINER
Remember the CSI episode (or was it NCIS?) where teenagers got hold of some drug (E?)
that caused their body temp to soar? There was a trail of clothes from one who ran, stripping off
his garments, till he collapsed. I'm guessing that's not what happened here, but who knows?
2987 days ago

v

MISCHAKEO
Too bad we can't hire Sherlock and Watson to solve these mysteries. It seems strange to find
items in the middle of the road. At least you can enjoy your runs while trying to figure out how
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Add Your Comment to the Blog Post
Leave encouragement, a question, or anything else relevant to this post. All blog comments must abide by
SparkPeople's Community Guidelines. 

 Subscribe to this blog  

Disclaimer: Weight loss results will vary from person to person. No individual result should be seen as a typical
result of following the SparkPeople program.

these things happen!

I don't often see clothes on our roads. I do see some weird furniture in the summer with a sign
saying free in front of houses.
2987 days ago

ENGLISHNAN
You can make a great story from those items. Irene
2987 days ago

v

SWEETNEEY
Decided to try barefoot 'walking'. India Arie has a video where she starts singing fully clothes
and walks down the street striping clothes off until she is naked. Maybe the shoes are part of a
similar type video. 
2987 days ago

v

NELLJONES
I've seen some strange things when on motorcycle trips. Once I saw a sleeping bag. Someone
was very unhappy that night.
2987 days ago

v

CD10259955

Oh the possibilities!!!!  
2987 days ago

v

CD12146214
I am in the same boat for coming across strange things when running. I always wonder how
someone could loose their underwear on the Road? What exactly was going on.....best one I saw
was a pair of mens boxers and then a little on down the road there was a pair of ladies underwear
and not the old ones you can just throw out as they are too comfortable......
2987 days ago

v

ELRIDDICK
Or perhaps the Rapture happened and someone forgot to tell us??
2987 days ago

v
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